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Abstract. Systems of nonlinear algebraic equations with a parameter arises in many branches of 
mathematics and engineering. Computation ofthe solution curve is usually hindered by the existence 
of A bifurcation point, where the rank of the corresponding matrix is not full and usually there is 
another branch curve passing it. We introduce amethod from algebraic geometry to find the branch 
curve. A computational example is provided. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a system of nonlinear algebraic equations of the form 
(1) F(x)=O, F :R  "+I ,R  n 
where F(z0) = 0 and F is sufficiently smooth. It is well known that if Df(zo) has rank n, 
there exist a solution curve z(t), z(0) = z0 of (1). Furthermore, if z0 is known, one can use the 
continuation method to trace the solution curve locally [6, 10]. But when DF(zo) has rank less 
than n, the situation changes drastially because the corresponding matrix becomes ingular and 
in many cases, there appears another solution curve through z0. In this case, x0 is a bifurcation 
point. There were several attempts to overcome this singularity and to find the bifurcating branch 
[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Typical methods use the augmented system to remove the singularity or use 
Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. But most of the above methods require second derivatives and 
the size of augmented system becomes quite large. In this paper, we introduce a method from 
algebraic geometry, and use it to find bifurcating branches. 
2. A lgebra ic  p re l iminary ,  the  "B low-up"  
For the following results, we refer to [3, 5]. RP"  denotes the real projective space. 
DEFINITION: The blowing up of R n+l at the point O = (0 , . . . ,0 )  is defined to be the closed 
subvariety X of R n+l x RP  n defined by {xiyj = z/yi}, where xi's are coordinates of R n+l and 
9/'s are coordinates of RP  n. 
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THEOREM. The Blowing up (X, ta) has the following properties: 
1. / fp  ~ O E R n+l, then ~- l (p )  is a single point. 
2. ~- i (O) ~_ RP" .  
3. The points in la-1(O) are in I-I correspondence with the set of lines through O in R "+I. 
DEFINITION: Let Y be a closed subvariety of R "+1 passing through O. Define the blowing up 
of Y at O to be the closure of ~-1 (y  _ O). 
Now let Y be a curve in R n+l defined by {fi : i = 1 , . . . ,  n}, passing through O. Because we are 
interested in the behavior of Y in some neighborhood of O, we may assume Y f3 {zn+: = 0} = O. 
We may also assume that all the tangent lines of Y at O are not contained in {zn+l} so that our 
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blown up curve Y lies in R "+1 × R"  = R ~"+I . Once we have these assumptions, we may assume 
Y.+I = 1 and the equations for the blown up curve Y are 
{~,  z i  = Z ,+ ly i  ; i = 1,2,. . . ,n}. 
where ~ is defined as follows; 
~(~#1,"  . ,~#n, 'Tn+l )  - -  f i(Xn+l~l'' ' ' 'Xn@lYn'Xn@1) 
Xn+I 
where, ~ m the least degree offormsin ~. 
3. A numerical  example 
Let F (Z l ,Z2,xs)= (yY12) be given by 
f2(Xl,X2,X3) :X~--X2X3(X 1+1)-2x~ 
/2(Zl,Z2,xs) = =lZS + 2x2(zs - 1) + xs 
Then DF(0,0,0) has rank 1. If we put X 1 " -  Z3Y l ,  Z2 "-- Z3Y2, then 
2zsY2  = Y21 --  Y2(zSYZ + 1) -- 2y22 J~ICYl, Y2, xs) = z~y~ - z~y2(xayl  "I" I)  - 22  
x~ 
i~(yl, y~, xs) z]Yl + 2xsy2(zs - 1) + xs - - xay l  + 2y2(xs  - 1) + 1 
X3 
Solving for Yl, Y2 with zs = 0, we obtain Yl = 4-1, y2 = 3" Now one easily sees that the 
. 
Jacobian of F = (~) at (4-1, 3,0) has rank 2. Now one can use the standard continuation 
method from (4-1, 3,0) to compute the curves and blow them down to the zlz2-plane to obtain 
both branches of the original curve. Table (a) shows two branches of blown-up curves and table 
(b) shows original branches by blowing down. 
(a) 
Yl Y2 xa Yl Y2 Zs 
0.56982 0.25759 -0.44685 
0.61676 0.28355 -0.36568 
0.66885 0.31255 -0.28973 
0.72594 0.34453 -0.21974 
0.78759 0.37927 -0.15618 
0.85324 0.41642 -0.09914 
0.92222 0.45563 -0.04840 
1 0.5 0 
1.07778 0.54451 0.04108 
1.15767 0.59035 0.07728 
1.23914 0.63720 0.10917 
1.32177 0.68482 0.13734 
1.40528 0.73301 0.16230 
1.48943 0.78164 0.18452 
1.57406 0.83061 0.20438 
-1.25378 0.54829 -0.61447 
-1.20576 0.53575 -0.53258 
-1.16193 0.52507 -0.44848 
-1.12219 0.51626 -0.36252 
-1.08644 0.50932 -0.27505 
-1.05453 0.50428 -0.18643 
-1.02635 0.50116 -0.09701 
-1 0.5 0 
-0.97777 0.50119 0.09701 
-0.95937 0.50492 0.19488 
-0.94489 0.51144 0.29330 
-0.93449 0.52114 0.39226 
-0.92851 0.53452 0.49127 
-0.92724 0.54991 0.57843 
-0.93023 0.56940 0.66549 
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(b) 
Xl X2 X8 X 1 X~ X 3 
-0.25462 -0.11510 -0.44685 
-0.22553 -0.10369 -0.36568 
-0.19378 -0.09055 -0.28973 
-0.15952 -0.07571 -0.21974 
-0.12300 -0.05923 -0.15618 
-0.08459 -0.04128 -0.09914 
-0.04463 -0.02205 -0.04840 
0 0 0 
0.04428 0.02237 0.04108 
0.08946 0.04562 0.07728 
0.13528 0.06956 0.10917 
0.18153 0.09405 0.13734 
0.22808 0.11897 0.16230 
0.27483 0.14423 0.18452 
0.32170 0.16976 0.20438 
0.77041 -0.33691 -0.61447 
0.64216 -0.28533 -0.53258 
0.52110 -0.23548 -0.44848 
0.40682 -0.18715 -0.36252 
0.29883 -0.14009 -0.27505 
0.19660 -0.09401 -0.18643 
0.09957 -0.04862 -0.09701 
0 0 0 
-0.09486 0.04862 0.09701 
-0.18696 0.09840 0.19488 
-0.27721 0.15005 0.29338 
-0.36657 0.20442 0.39226 
-0.45614 0.26259 0.49127 
-0.53635 0.31809 0.57843 
-0.61906 0.37893 0.66549 
4.  Discuss ions 
Above method works even when several branch curves pass through a point as long as they are 
not tangent. In general, the bifurcation point is unknown, but one can use either of the existing 
methods to find x0 and use Taylor expansion about x0 to apply the above method to find other 
bifurcating branches. 
Our method has the following advantages : 
(i) Simple and takes little time 
(it) Finds bifurcating branches easily 
(iii) If exact bifurcation point is known, the curve near it can be computed accurately. 
(iv) Stable under perturbation since the theory of "blow-up" comes from complex variety and 
our solution curve is the real part of the complex variety which behaves nicely. 
Some drawbacks : 
(i) Since ordinary continuation stops near the singularity, one is forced to blow up only near 
the singularity. 
(it) Cancelling out common factor may not be easy because of the error introduced in (i). One 
way to compensate it is to drop very small terms. 
(iii) fully automatic omputer software is hard to develop. 
Finally, when the singular set is a submanifold the "blow-up" is more complicated. This is left 
as future investigation. 
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